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Berenberg Macro Flash 

GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: TESTING GERMANY’S PATIENCETESTING GERMANY’S PATIENCETESTING GERMANY’S PATIENCETESTING GERMANY’S PATIENCE    

Greece and the Eurozone remain in different Greece and the Eurozone remain in different Greece and the Eurozone remain in different Greece and the Eurozone remain in different storylinesstorylinesstorylinesstorylines. While the Eurozone thinks it has given Greece time to 

implement the necessary reforms to secure funding, the Greek government seems to think it has been given time 

to negotiate a new grand bargain with the Eurozone. That would involve a major debt restructuring and the end 

of all conditionality and troika supervision. Some in Greece’s government, including the leader of the right-wing 

populist junior coalition partner, even think that would restore Greek market access and make a third bail-out in 

the summer unnecessary. By using all sorts of pressure points on Germany, from war-time reparations via alleged 

involvements in corruption scandals of German politicians to geo-political threats, the Tsipras government seems 

to be trying to force Germany into a U-turn, which they hope the rest of the Eurozone would then wave through 

as well. 

 

However, the Eurozone However, the Eurozone However, the Eurozone However, the Eurozone will not budgewill not budgewill not budgewill not budge. The Eurogroup, the IMF and the ECB have made clear that Greece will 

only get the funding it needs to stay in the Eurozone if it fulfils the bail-out conditions, which includes not revers-

ing the previous government’s reforms. Given the bond redemptions of €6.7bn to the ECB in July and August and 

3-year sovereign yields at 19.1%, it is inconceivable that Greece will not need further Eurozone support after the 

end of June. That would require parliamentary votes in Germany and other countries. By antagonising Germany, 

the Tsipras government makes it very difficult for the German government to make any concessions to Greece. 

 

We maintain our Grexit probability at 25%.We maintain our Grexit probability at 25%.We maintain our Grexit probability at 25%.We maintain our Grexit probability at 25%. Most likely, the Greek government is trying to rally its own troops 

ahead of crunch votes in parliament once the reforms agreed with the troika will have to be legislated and elec-

tion promises delayed or shelved entirely. Already, Greeks’ confidence in Tsipras and finance minister Varoufakis 

has declined from admittedly very high levels. A Public Issue poll showed support had decreased from around 

75% to around 60% for both politicians this month. We continue to see a 50% chance that Tsipras will complete his 

U-turn and keep Greece in the euro. That leaves a 25% chance of the current government falling apart and a new 

government doing what it takes to keep Greece in. For the Eurozone as whole, Grexit remains a risk, but the fi-

nancial firewalls and the firming economic momentum (see our blog on more http://blog.berenberg.de/the-

shift-in-sentiment/), provide ample protection. 

 

US: US: US: US: TESTING THE FED’S PATIENCETESTING THE FED’S PATIENCETESTING THE FED’S PATIENCETESTING THE FED’S PATIENCE    

The Fed could signal this week that its patience is wearing thin. Rapid payrolls gains are eroding slack in the 

economy, meaning that the pedal-to-the-metal stance of monetary policy in the US will look increasingly unwise 

in the coming months. So rather than saying “the Committee judges that it can be patient in beginning to normal-

ise the stance of monetary policy”, Yellen and crew may well drop the word ‘patient’ from their statement after 

Wednesday’s policy meeting, to signal that a hike could come by June. 

 

That being said, Yellen will leave the precise timing of the Fed’s first hike to be decided in the coming months as 

the data rolls in. At 5.5%, the unemployment rate is kissing the top of the Fed’s range of ‘normal’ unemployment 

rates. Some Fed policy makers will no doubt be uncomfortable with monetary policy set on full speed ahead while 

labour market quantities continue to plough on ahead, which leaves the door open to a June hike. That being said, 

other data have been more dovish. Industrial production is little changed over the past couple of months, the ISM 

manufacturing index fell to 52.9 in February and retail sales fell in January and February. The poor winter weath-

er may be playing a role, but still, the latest hard data may weigh on the central bank’s updated forecasts. Im-
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portantly, wages are still becalmed at 2.0% yoy growth. The changes in the Fed’s dot plot this week will be im-

portant as well as the change in language. 

 

By contrast, the return of the US debt ceiling debate should not sour the mood much in the short-term. As of Sun-

day, the US general government cannot raise its debt pile any further. In previous years, Washington deadlock 

over raising the limit, which is currently at $18trn, had repeatedly led to economically and financially damaging 

drama, even triggering the loss of the AAA credit rating in 2011. Given the much improved budget situation and 

the fact that the government probably built reserves, it is likely to take months before the ceiling would start af-

fecting actual government spending, with the Bipartisan Policy Center estimating that problems might begin in 

October. We expect renewed tensions, but a relatively swift agreement as enforced austerity when the budget 

deficit is less of a public concern is unlikely to win the Republicans many votes ahead of the 2016 presidential 

elections. 

 


